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NGO Krypto Charity Portal ‘Real World Inspire’
At the initiative of the
well-known
environmentalist and journalist Stefan Austermühle
(long-time Greenpeace
employee, founder and
director of the Peruvian
environmental organization Mundo Azul), the
independent NGO crypto charity portal Real
World Inspire will start
at the end of May of
2019 with the support of
various cryptographic
companies. On this donation portal, non-profit
organizations from all
over the world can register for free, promote
their projects and collect funds directly. Donations can be made
in the payment token
THE STONE COIN as
the key currency of the
donation portal. This
means that the NGOs
receive all donation
credits on their project
accounts in the secure
crypto currency THE
STONE COIN. Donations in other currencies
will be exchanged by a
partnering crypto exchanger to THE STONE
COIN.
“Real World Inspire is
initiating a worldwide
fundraising revolution,”
Austermühle announc-

es, explaining: “Until
now, small non-profit
associations in developing countries have
been dependent on the

ested parties worldwide
without having to invest
in advertising or using
middlemen. The donation portal can therefore

project decisions of
their international partner organizations. Complex financial flows via
middle men (NGOs,
commercial crowdfunding platforms) and high
commissions for money
transfers meant that often 20-50% of the donations did not reach the
project. With Real
World Inspire, that’s
a thing of the past.”

be used to reach a much
broader target group. At
the same time, 95% of
the donations are made
available for the local
projects; another 3%
goes into the publication
of the projects. Only 2%
of the donations will

The registration to the
non-profit NGO crypto
charity portal is completely free for both donors and NGOs. Local
NGOs with local projects thus have the opportunity to attract inter-

be needed for the operation of the non-profit
donation portal. “This is
the world record in donation efficiency” says
Austermühle. Especially with donations for international projects, the
NGO portal Real World
Inspire
completely
avoids the high transfer
costs of the traditional
banking system. The
portal provides donors
with an overview of
various international aid
and environmental projects. On this basis those
donors can specifically
support the projects of
their choice. The donation portal starts in
June with the projects of
more than 20 Peruvian
associations in the test
phase and will open
this year for organisations from around the
world.
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Construction of the real estate portfolio starts
The basic idea of THE
STONE COIN is to
combine the flexibility
of a crypto currency with
the security of a European real estate portfolio,
true to the motto “BEST
OF BOTH WORLDS”.
The net funds raised
by the emission will
be invested in the development and continued operation of a
substantial
European
real estate portfolio. As
a result, THE STONE
COIN has an effective
REAL SHIELD that
permanently ensures the
existence of the compa-

ny, of the token system
and of the network of
acceptance points. The
net earnings from the
real estate investments
will be completely retained and re-invested
in the preservation and
expansion of the REAL
SHIELD and thus in securing the token system.
The Pan-European orientation of the real estate portfolio is primarily aimed at reducing
risk by decoupling from
regional price developments in the real estate
markets. In Switzerland,
for example, a decline

in property prices and
rental rates is currently being observed at
many locations. By no
later than July 2019,
THE STONE COIN AG
plans to start building
the real estate portfolio
- earlier than originally
planned - by acquiring
properties in Bremerhaven (Germany).

Environmentally friendly
pre-mining
THE STONE COIN
completely avoids the
enormous energy expenditure
associated
with decentralized mining (such as for Bitcoin)
and the associated environmental impact. The
tokens were pre-mined
by central production
with almost no energy
spent. At the same time,
this offers the advantage
that the proceeds will
not go to many independent miners but will be
directed into the REAL
SHIELD.

First payment token of the
D-A-CH-region

New target groups for cryptocurrencies

THE STONE COIN is
the first payment token
in the D-A-C-H-region
with a real estate-based
protective shield and
official approval from

Unlike the tokens of the
first and second generation, THE STONE
COIN not only addresses the typical crypto
community, but also
succeeds in inspiring
conventional - until now
only little crypto-oriented - target groups. This

the Financial Market
Authority. THE STONE
COIN (ERC20) is neither a security token nor
an asset (backed) token.
The token can thus be

issued, traded and used
as a means of payment
without any special restrictions.
THE STONE COIN is a
pure, blockchain-based
ERC20 payment token.
ERC20 stands for Ethereum Request for Comments Nr. 20.
THE STONE COIN
AG
which
issues
THE STONE COIN
and which is based in
Triesen (Liechtenstein)
is a 100% subsidiary
of the Limmatier Invest
AG based in Baar (Switzerland).

is primarily due to the
four core advantages
of the payment token
THE STONE COIN:
Speculation
Options,
Acceptance Point System, Solidity & Seriousness and the permanent
protection by the REAL
SHIELD.
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CRYPSTONIZATION of PERU & MEXICO
While on a global level
the number of crypto
currency
acceptance
points grew merely
1.7% during March
2019, the number of
Peruvian businesses accepting virtual money
rose by 27.5 percent.
More important we see
the offer of direct crypto businesses more than
double. March 2019 appears to have become a
launching moment within the crypto history of
Peru. Peru is beginning

to awaken and
to integrate with
greater
effort
into the global
crypto
sector.
This
growth
is also driven
by the launch
of the Peruvian company “Mundo Real
Inversiones
S.A.C.”,
which represents several international cryptographic
companies
and promotes in Peru
as its first product the
cryptocurrency
THE

STONE COIN (STO).
It is becoming apparent
that Peruvian forex bureaus will be exchanging THE STONE COIN
(STO) in the near future.
THE STONE COIN
was presented to Perus
public and business
world in events orga-

nized by the Chamber of
Commerce of Lima, the
Swiss Chamber of Commerce in Peru and the
National Chamber of
Tourism. Accordingly,
a significant number of
acceptance points have
already been qualified
for the THE STONE
COIN (STO).
We will report on the
launch of THE CRYPSTONIZATION
of
Mexico in THE STONE
COIN - News 6/2019.

International acceptance
system

THE STONE COIN on the
Tokengate portal

THE STONE COIN
brings the crypto currency to the point of
sale (POS). Currently,
in
cooperation
with specialized service providers in the
D-A-CH region (Germ an y - A u s t r i a - S w i t zerland) and in South
America, a POS acceptance network is being
set up for the payment
token THE STONE
COIN. A special STO
payment app is available
for this purpose. This
allows owners of THE
STONE COIN to easily
and conveniently pay
for shopping expenses,
medical bills or other
services via mobile app.
In 2019, the acceptance
system will first be

The Swiss crypto specialist DSENT AG (subsidiary of inacta AG)
operates the renowned
ICO portal tokengate.io.
The portal of the Swissbased
Crypto-Valley
company in Zug is
based on the motto
“Connecting people and
tokens - enabling token
economies”.

launched in Switzerland and Austria. There,
4,000 acceptance points
have already been prequalified.

For the international
market, THE STONE
COIN AG is currently
negotiating with several
service providers. Those
have international systems with more than
200,000 crypto acceptance points which THE
STONE COIN (STO)
may join in 2019. At
the end of 2019, a large
worldwide POS and online acceptance network
will be available for
THE STONE COIN.

Since the 21st of January of 2019 THE
STONE COIN (STO)
is available on the portal tokengate.io (thestonecoin.tokengate.
io). Interested parties
can there purchase THE
STONE COIN for a
minimum amount of
CHF 100 in a reputable
and secure environment.

Only a light AML/KYC
process is required for
purchases up to CHF
1,000. The portal can
be accessed directly at
thestonecoin.tokengate.
io or through the link on
the THE STONE COIN
webpage
www.thestonecoin.com.

Interested parties who
wish to purchase quantities of 10,000 STO
(THE STONE COIN)
or more can get them
directly from Michael
Reinhold at m.reinhold
@thestonecoin.com.
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THE STONE COIN (STO) has
been added to Crypto-ATMs
THE STONE COIN
(STO) has been added to Crypto-ATMs in
Austria on April the 1st.
As the first ATM operator, the Austrian company
Coinway has
launched the
THE STONE
COIN (STO)
in addition to
Bitcoin on all
its ATMs in
Austria. Tokens can be
purchased at the Coinway machines. Coinway CEO Björn Völkl
has announced a rapid
expansion of the nationwide ATM network.

THE STONE COIN
will soon be available at
ATMs throughout Switzerland and in South
America, as well. For
example, the
Swiss company Be Real
World AG is
planning to
install around
100 ATMs in
Switzerland
in the course
of 2019, where THE
STONE COIN (STO)
will then be available
as well as Bitcoin and
Ethereum.

THE STONE COIN trading
starts at LATOKEN
The launch of the trading of THE STONE
COIN (STO) is imminent. The payment
token THE STONE
COIN will be traded in
2019 on a fine selection
of TOP 30 exchanges.
Trading starts on July
22nd of 2019 at the
crypto exchange LATOKEN. LATOKEN is one

of the top 30 international crypto exchanges
with an adjusted 24hour trading volume of
over € 272 million, according to CoinMarketCap. LATOKEN has announced: “We are happy
to announce that THE
STONE COIN will be
listed on LATOKEN on
July 22nd!”.

20% SPECIAL DISCOUNT
for participants of the Malta Blockchain Summit 2019
Participants of the
Malta Blockchain Summit will receive an
exclusive 20% discount
on the purchase of
THE STONE COIN
(STO) on the ICO portal
thestonecoin.tokengate.
io. For the acquisition
of THE STONE COIN
(STO) on the ICO portal
operated by the Swiss
company DSENT AG
(subsidiary of inacta
AG), please enter the

following Promo Code:
20-MALTA2019. The
Promo Code is valid

for
all
purchases
starting at CHF 100.

Interested parties who
wish to purchase quantities of 10,000 STO
(THE STONE COIN)
or more can get them
directly from Michael
Reinhold at m.reinhold
@thestonecoin.com.
The exclusive 20%
Special Discount by
using the Promo Code
20-MALTA2019
applies here as well.

